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Press  

 Bocholt/Tianjin, September 9, 2021 

Flender expands its footprint in Tianjin, China 

• New production hall with administration building covering more than 16,000 
square meters 

• Expansion of capacities for drive trains and HybridDrives for the wind 
industry 

 

With a festive groundbreaking ceremony, Flender officially started work on the 

expansion of production capacities for wind drive systems at its site in Tianjin, 

China. On more than 16,000 square meters, Flender is investing in a new 

production hall as well as administration and supply buildings for its wind energy 

business under the Winergy brand. With this investment, Flender addresses the 

future demand for mechanical and electrical drive components for wind turbines 

both in the Chinese market and globally. 

 

The new production facility is designed for the assembly of fully integrated drive 

trains and the medium-speed Winergy HybridDrive, which combines gear unit and 

generator into one drive unit. This also includes an expansion of test bench 

capacities for back-to-back testing of the entire drive train. After completion of the 

new building in November 2022, more than 1,000 HybridDrive units will leave the 

Flender plant in Tianjin each year, which makes it one of the world's largest and 

most modern plants for medium-speed drive systems in the wind industry.  

 

"I am pleased that this investment is making a major contribution to the global 

expansion of wind energy and to the energy transition from fossil fuels to renewable 

energies. Technical innovations such as the HybridDrive will help us to make future 

energy supply even more efficient and sustainable. With the expansion of our site in 

Tianjin, we are setting the course to serve the future demand for drive systems for 

the global market," said Flender Group CEO Andreas Evertz. 

Flender China Chairman Dr. Jian Hui Gou also considers the expansion an 

important step in localizing the product portfolio for the wind industry: "The Tianjin 
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site is an important part of Flender's global production footprint. With the expansion 

of our production capacities, we will be in an even better position to supply 

advanced drive systems for wind turbines to our local and international customers. 

This is an important step for the development of renewable energies both in China 

and globally. We are also contributing significantly to economic and social 

development and the employment situation in the Tianjin region." 

 

The expansion of production capacities is part of Flender's strategic localization 

plans for the Chinese market that also include technology, product portfolio, supply 

chain and recruiting. The Tianjin site was founded by Flender in 1996 and has 

become the technology and production hub for the Asia-Pacific region with 260,000 

square meters of space and more than 2,000 employees. In Tianjin, Flender 

produces gearboxes and generators for the wind industry in a power range from 

three to ten megawatts and an annual production capacity of more than ten 

gigawatts. In addition to the wind business, the product portfolio includes other key 

industries such as cement, raw materials processing, marine and cranes. 

Representatives of the German embassy in China, the German and European 

chambers of commerce in China as well as from local politics, administration and 

business associations attended the groundbreaking ceremony as guests of honor. 

 

 

 
The Flender location in Tianjin with the new production hall E3 with attached administration building on 

more than 16,000 square meters of space (second building from the right). 
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Flender Tianjin management team with the guests of honor at the groundbreaking ceremony on 

September 6.  
 

 

This press release and press pictures are available at 

www.flender.com/company/press. 

 

 

Contact for journalists 
 
Dennis Geers 
Vice President Corporate Development & Communications 
Phone: +49 173 8919002; E-mail: dennis.geers@flender.com 
 
Tobias van der Linde 
Manager Corporate Communications 
Phone: +49 174 2415434; E-mail: tobias.vanderlinde@flender.com 
 

 

 
Flender headquartered in Bocholt, Germany, is a leading global supplier for mechanical and electrical drive 

systems and has the reputation for highest performance, innovation, quality, and reliability of drive components for 

more than 120 years. Flender offers a broad variety of gear units, couplings and generators and associated 

services, with a focus on key industries such as wind power, cement, mining, oil & gas, power generation, water, 

and wastewater, marine, conveyor and crane technology. Flender products and services combine the latest 

technology with extremely high quality and have been reliably providing the optimal transmission of power for 

decades. Flender has around 8,500 employees globally. Further information is available on the Internet at 

www.flender.com.   
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